Project goal
The LessThanWagonLoad project has the objective to develop a smart specialised logistics cluster
for the chemical industry in the Port of Antwerp in order to shift transport volumes from road to rail
freight. The advantage of shifting volumes from the road to rail is nearly 3x less CO2 emissions per
tonkm, less air pollution and reduction of road congestion. Furthermore this project will lead to more
efficient and sustainable freight transport in Europe.

Key targets of the project
• Launching a rail transport solution for ‘less than wagon load’

In this concept ‘less than truck load’ volumes are bundled in the logistical hub and
transported by rail freight. The smallest loading unit actually in rail freight is a single-wagon-load or a container put on an intermodal train.
Offering a competitive and green solution for transport of single pallets through
Europe can lead to a break-through in realising the modal shift to low-emission rail
freight.

• Offering new added value rail freight services for the chemical industry

Current rail freight solutions for the chemical industry in the Port of Antwerp are not
always well adapted to conditions regarding security and safety standards. Offering
new specialised services on and around the logistical hub Antwerp Mainhub, will
remove barriers and reduce the cost to use rail freight.
These services include:
• Cross docking services for pallets in a rail connected warehouse
• Specialised parking, repair and picking services for chemical wagons
• Advanced cleaning & repair services for chemical wagons & tank trucks
• Improved rail connections by combining conventional and intermodal volumes

Project activities
• Development of a less than wagon load concept
Setting up a competitive door-to-door transport
solution for LTL (less than truck load) volumes across
Europe by using rail instead of trucks for the long haul.
There is currently no rail solution for these transport
needs.
• Design and build a prototype of an automated

wagon loading and unloading system

Working out an automated wagon loading and unloading system for pallets, inspired by automated truck
loading systems. Automating this handling will be necessary to minimise the additional loading and unloading costs from truck to rail to make the ‘less than
wagon load’ offer competitive.

• Identification of new added value services
The project will identify and assess new and innovative
added-value rail services for the chemical industry:
a multi-modal freight village with cross docking
warehouse for pallets, specialised parking, repair and
picking services and advanced cleaning services for
chemical wagons, trucks and tank containers and improved rail connections by combining conventional and
intermodal freight volumes.
• Development of governance and business models
For each of the proposed new services the potential
market will be assessed and a detailed business case
will be built to demonstrate the potential return for
each stakeholder involved. In addition, creative governance models and financing schemes are worked out
for the most promising new services.
• Assessment of the environmental performance

improvement of the logistics cluster

Given that the proposed optimised logistics cluster will
drive the modal shift from road to rail, there will be an
important decrease of the carbon footprint of the Antwerp Chemical Logistics Cluster. The project will assess
the potential environmental impact.
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